Stereoencephalography Electrode Placement Accuracy and Utility Using a Frameless Insertion Platform Without a Rigid Cannula.
Implantation of depth electrodes to localize epileptogenic foci in patients with drug-resistant epilepsy can be accomplished using traditional rigid frame-based, custom frameless, and robotic stereotactic systems. To evaluate the accuracy of electrode implantation using the FHC microTargeting platform, a custom frameless platform, without a rigid insertion cannula. A total of 182 depth electrodes were implanted in 13 consecutive patients who underwent stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG) for drug-resistant epilepsy using the microTargeting platform and depth electrodes without a rigid guide cannula. MATLAB was utilized to evaluate targeting accuracy. Three manual coordinate measurements with high inter-rater reliability were averaged. Patients were predominantly male (77%) with average age 35.62 (SD 11.0, range 21-57) and average age of epilepsy onset at 13.4 (SD 7.2, range 3-26). A mean of 14 electrodes were implanted (range 10-18). Mean operative time was 144 min (range 104-176). Implantation of 3 out of 182 electrodes resulted in nonoperative hemorrhage (2 small subdural hematomas and one small subarachnoid hemorrhage). Putative location of onset was identified in all patients. We demonstrated a median lateral target point localization error (LTPLE) of 3.95 mm (IQR 2.18-6.23), a lateral entry point localization error (LEPLE) of 1.98 mm (IQR 1.2-2.85), a target depth error of 1.71 mm (IQR 1.03-2.33), and total target point localization error (TPLE) of 4.95 mm (IQR 2.98-6.85). Utilization of the FHC microTargeting platform without the use of insertion cannulae is safe, effective, and accurate. Localization of seizure foci was accomplished in all patients and accuracy of depth electrode placement was satisfactory.